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Record blazes swept across parts of the US in 2015, burning more than 10 million acres. In
recent decades, state and federal policymakers, tribes, and others are confronting longer fire
seasons (Jolly et al. 2015), more large fires (Dennison et al. 2014), a tripling of homes burned, a
doubling of firefighter deaths (Rasker 2015), and record spending by Federal agencies fighting
fires ($2 to $3 billion annually). Here, we highlight key science insights that can contribute to
the public discourse on wildfire policy that contains these costs and promotes resilient
communities and landscapes facing more fire in the future.
1. Fire size and frequency will increase under a warmer and drier climate
Weather and climate are the primary determinants of the total acreage burned in nearly all
western forests, woodlands and shrublands (Littell et al. 2009, Jolly et al. 2015, Jin et al. 2015).
As the climate continues to warm, our knowledge of the past tells us that more area will burn
across the West. Because climate’s influence on wildfire is so strong, we are facing an inevitable
trend of increasing annual area burned, and will need to learn how to adapt to more wildfire.
2. Fuel reduction on federal lands will do little to reduce acreage burned and homes lost
Fuel reduction treatments (e.g. thinning and/or prescribed fire) can sometimes reduce fire
severity and assist tactical firefighting locally (Hudak et al. 2011). But the costs of thinning are
high, and the operational challenges are considerable, limiting where, and the extent to which,
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federal treatments are feasible (Calkin et al. 2015, North et al. 2015, Boer et al. 2015). We will
never be able to treat enough land to alter the trend of increasing acreage burned, but
prioritizing federal fuel treatments around communities and creating better mechanisms for
reducing fuels on private land can help reduce home loss and better protect communities.
3. Not all forests need restoration
The need for forest restoration to undo the effects of past fire suppression is often invoked in
fire policy discussions, yet only some landscapes need such restoration (Schoennagel et al.
2004). Restoration is often appropriate in dry forests where logging and fire suppression since
the 1950s have shifted open park-like forests to less patchy, dense forests, increasing the risk of
high-severity events today (Stephens et al. 2013, Hessburg et al 2015). In contrast to dry
formerly open forests, moister and cooler high-elevation forests naturally support high tree
densities and fires of mostly high severity, and have changed little from their pre-suppressionera condition. In short, not all forests are equally “out of whack” due to past fire suppression,
and the need for restoration is not universal. Not all western forests need restoration to remedy
effects of past fire suppression.
4. High severity fires often have ecological benefits
High-severity fires are the norm in many systems, such as chaparral, lodgepole pine and sprucefir forests. While it is easy to understand why humans perceive severe fires as “catastrophic”,
severely burned landscapes are neither “destroyed” nor “lifeless” in terms of their ecological
integrity. Many plant and animal species are highly adapted to severe fires (Bond et al. 2012,
Hutto et al. 2015) which often create complex burn patterns where trees and/or shrubs
naturally re-establish soon after fire without active post-fire restoration efforts (Turner et al.
1994, Kemp et al. 2015). Severe fire is not necessarily ecologically catastrophic, but rather a
natural mechanism of renewal and diversity.
5. Insect outbreaks do not necessarily make fires worse
In the last 15 years, native insects called bark beetles have killed trees on more than 47 million
acres of forest in the western US. Expensive programs to remove insect-attacked trees have
been proposed out of understandable fear that the dead trees will fuel large fires. Weather and
climate are the key drivers of the occurrence of large severe fires, however, regardless of beetle
outbreaks. In general, bark beetles have little influence on the occurrence (Hart et al. 2015) or
severity of forest fires in at least the first 10 to 15 years after the trees have died (Harvey et al.
2014).
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6. Land-use planning can reduce wildfire risk
Most fire policy and management to date has focused on taming fire risk in relatively
undeveloped landscapes, although firefighting risks and costs are directly related to protecting
communities from active wildfires (Rasker 2015). There is ample opportunity for land-use
planning to play a positive role—84% of Wildland Urban Interface lands in the West do not yet
have homes (Gude et al. 2008), and future fire risk greatly depends on how or if such areas get
developed. Better community planning efforts and homeowner practices will keep people and
structures out of harm’s way (Moritz et al. 2014, Calkin et al. 2014, Rasker 2015).
7. Managing more fires to burn safely can reduce risk and increase ecological benefit
While firefighters suppress at least 95% of all fires, managing some natural or prescribed fires
to burn safely is one important way to reduce future wildfire threat and increase ecological
benefit (Prichard et al. 2014, Calkin et al 2015, North et al. 2015, Parks et al. 2015). Strategic
planning for future fires is a crucial part of integrated fire management, where fire can restore
and maintain healthy natural systems with minimal threat to people, their homes, and the
places they value.
Conclusion: Learning to live with wildfire
We can live with fire (Moritz et al. 2014, Hessburg et al. 2014) and we must. In the West,
wildfire is part of our past and will also be an important part of our future. Relevant wildfire
science can help us plan for and adapt to living with wildfire. Policy guidelines such as the
National Cohesive Strategy are beginning to recognize fire as fundamental to healthy
landscapes. Further integration of relevant insights from wildfire science can lead to more
robust policy and practice that promotes resilient communities and landscapes as they face
more fire in the future.
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